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ABSTRACT
We present the bivariate neutral atomic hydrogen (HI)—stellar mass function (HISMF) φ(MHI ,M∗)
for massive (log M∗/M > 10) galaxies derived from a sample of 480 local (0.025 < z < 0.050) galaxies
observed in HI at Arecibo as part of the GALEX Arecibo SDSS Survey (GASS). We fit six different
models to the HISMF and find that a Schechter function that extends down to a 1% HI gas fraction,
with an additional fractional contribution below that limit, is the best parametrization of the HISMF.
We calculate ΩHI,M∗>1010 and find that massive galaxies contribute 41% of the HI density in the local
universe. In addition to the binned HISMF we derive a continuous bivariate fit, which reveals that
the Schechter parameters only vary weakly with stellar mass: M∗HI , the characteristic HI mass, scales
as M0.39∗ , α, the slope of the HISMF at moderate HI masses, scales as M
0.07
∗ , and f , the fraction of
galaxies with HI gas fraction greater than 1%, scales as M−0.24∗ . The variation of f with stellar mass
should be a strong constraint for numerical simulations. To understand the physical mechanisms that
produce the shape of the HISMF we redefine the parameters of the Schechter function as explicit
functions of stellar mass and star formation rate to produce a trivariate fit. This analysis reveals
strong trends with SFR. While M∗HI varies weakly with stellar mass and SFR (M
∗
HI ∝ M0.22∗ , M∗HI
∝ SFR−0.03), α is a stronger function of both stellar mass and especially star formation rate (α ∝
M0.47∗ , α ∝ SFR0.95). The HISMF is a crucial tool that can be used to constrain cosmological galaxy
simulations, test observational predictions of the HI content of populations of galaxies, and identify
galaxies whose properties deviate from average trends.
Subject headings: galaxies: formation — galaxies: evolution
1. INTRODUCTION
The cold gas content of a galaxy provides insight into a
galaxy’s accretion history and its potential for future star
formation activity. It reflects a complex interaction be-
tween gas accretion, gas consumption, and feedback pro-
cesses that inhibit both. Recent simulations have sought
to determine which processes dominate in different types
of galaxies. They have experimented with various levels
and types of inflow, outflow, and feedback (Hopkins et al.
2008; Keresˇ et al. 2009; Dave´ et al. 2011a,b; Leitner &
Kravtsov 2011; Duffy et al. 2012; Kauffmann et al. 2012;
Kim et al. 2013) and tested a range of star formation
laws (Lagos et al. 2011a,b; Wang et al. 2012) to under-
stand the roles that each may play in determining the gas
and stellar masses of galaxies. Observations, meanwhile,
have focused on constraining the global distribution of
cold gas in the local universe and studying how the cold
gas content of galaxies is related to their evolution and
growth.
Attempts to observationally describe the distribution
of galaxies in terms of their atomic gas content include
HI surveys of large samples of galaxies or large areas of
the sky (Haynes & Roberts 1979; Fisher & Tully 1981;
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Giovanelli & Haynes 1985) and have often relied on the
measurement of HI mass functions (Shostak 1977; Briggs
& Rao 1993; Rao & Briggs 1993; Zwaan et al. 1997; Hen-
ning et al. 2000; Rosenberg & Schneider 2002; Zwaan
et al. 2003, 2005; Martin et al. 2010). HI mass func-
tions (HIMFs) estimate the space density of galaxies as
a function of HI mass and are generally parametrized by a
Schechter function (Schechter 1976). The HIMF can shed
light on many aspects of galaxy evolution. Comparisons
of HIMFs derived from galaxies in different environments
and across morphological types provide insight into the
processes of gas stripping and accretion (Solanes et al.
1996; Springob et al. 2005). The HIMF also provides a
constraint for models of galaxy formation and evolution
(e.g. Lagos et al. 2011a; Duffy et al. 2012; Kauffmann
et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2012; Dave´ et al. 2013; Kim et al.
2013). Another motivation for constructing HIMFs was
to examine the low-mass end of the HIMF for evidence of
a population of “dark” galaxies with no optical counter-
parts, so-called “missing satellites” (Zwaan et al. 1997;
Henning et al. 2000; Rosenberg & Schneider 2002).
Early HIMFs were, by necessity, derived from rela-
tively small samples of galaxies, sometimes as small as
∼60, observed as part of shallow surveys. Much larger
and deeper surveys have yielded samples of thousands of
galaxies that better constrain the HIMF and can map the
large-scale structure of the local universe (Zwaan et al.
2003, 2005; Martin et al. 2010). Remarkably, the shape
of the HIMF has not changed significantly since the first
HIMFs based on fewer galaxies. The large samples have,
however, facilitated more complex analyses of the HI con-
tent of galaxies including the relation between HI and
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2optical- and UV-derived properties such as stellar mass,
color, and SFR (e.g. Toribio et al. 2011; Huang et al.
2012) and bivariate mass functions (Zwaan et al. 2003).
Despite the utility of the HIMF, few studies have
sought to explain the physical mechanisms that can
shape the full distribution. The HIMF is also hard to
interpret in an evolutionary context—the origin of HI in
galaxies and its evolution over time are presently quite
challenging to model. Like the star formation rate (SFR)
of a galaxy, HI content may increase or decrease as gas
is accreted, converted to stars, cooled, ionized or heated.
This contrasts with the monotonic growth history that
generally characterizes the stellar mass of galaxies. In
this respect it is natural to study the HI content of galax-
ies by adopting the same approach as has been used for
studying the distribution and evolution of SFR vs. stel-
lar mass in galaxies, using the bivariate distribution, as
in the color-magnitude diagram and the specific SFR-
stellar mass plane (e.g. Wyder et al. 2007; Schiminovich
et al. 2007). Thus we construct the bivariate MHI -M?
HIMF, which we call the HISMF and which describes the
space density of galaxies in terms of both HI mass and
stellar mass. This type of HI study necessarily assumes
that all HI-detected galaxies are optically detected and
benefits from samples that are complete in stellar mass.
This strategy is behind the GALEX Arecibo SDSS Sur-
vey (GASS; Catinella et al. 2010), which serves as the
basis of this work and is described in detail in the next
section.
In this paper we use data from GASS to construct the
HISMF for massive (log M∗/M > 10) galaxies, φ(MHI ,
M∗). A key difference between this work and previous
work is that we are working with a stellar mass-complete
sample of galaxies, each of which has either an HI de-
tection or upper limit. The detections and upper limits
can be used to constrain the full HISMF. We conduct the
analysis by using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
routine to fit a Schechter (Schechter 1976) function and
a log-normal function, and two variations of each, to the
distribution of HI masses in six stellar mass bins from
log M∗/M = 10 to log M∗/M = 11.5. This allows us
to examine for the first time how the HIMF varies with
stellar mass in a large statistical and unbiased sample
of local galaxies. In addition to the binned HISMF, we
also derive continuous bivariate (MHI , M∗) and trivari-
ate (MHI , M∗, SFR) HIMFs. These functions drive our
discussion of the processes shaping the distribution of HI
masses with respect to stellar mass. To demonstrate the
utility of the HISMF in testing simulations and observa-
tional prescriptions, we compare it to the HISMFs de-
rived from published photometric gas fraction relations,
which provide estimates of HI content based on photo-
metrically derived quantities.
The primary goal of this work is to develop a simple
parametrization of the HISMF that provides an accurate
and complete description for model comparison, and that
also allows some physical interpretation of its form. Re-
cent theoretical models have already begun to predict the
HIMF and interpret the physical mechanisms behind it
(Lagos et al. 2011a; Duffy et al. 2012; Kauffmann et al.
2012; Dave´ et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2013). Our HISMF
should be an important constraint for future models and
will complement other recent studies seeking to build a
global census of baryons in and around galaxies.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe the data and in Section 3 we describe our method-
ology for deriving the HISMF for massive galaxies. We
present the HISMF in Section 4. In Section 5 we inter-
pret the shape of the HISMF in light of the trivariate
fit, and in Section 6 we summarize our findings. The
Appendix contains a comparison of our derived HISMF
to the HISMF based on photometric gas fractions and
an analysis of the HISMF with different assumed stellar
mass functions.
2. DATA
The GALEX Arecibo SDSS Survey (GASS; Catinella
et al. 2010) is an HI survey at Arecibo of ∼800 massive
(log M∗/M > 10) local (0.025 < z < 0.05) galaxies.
GASS is unique for its sample selection and observing
strategy. From a parent sample of 12006 galaxies, the
Arecibo targets were selected to yield a relatively flat dis-
tribution across stellar mass, ensuring uniform statistics
throughout the entire stellar mass range. Our final vol-
ume statistics are determined by adopting an assumed
stellar mass function. Each galaxy was observed with
Arecibo down to an HI gas fraction limit to efficiently
detect low levels of cold gas. Because the survey is lim-
ited by gas fraction instead of HI flux, the MHI detection
threshold varies with stellar mass. The imposed limits
are MHI/M∗ = 1.5% for galaxies with log M∗/M >
10.5 and a gas mass detection limit of log MHI/M =
8.7 for galaxies with log M∗/M < 10.5. Since the tar-
geted GASS sample is complete in each stellar mass bin
(the sample was selected in an unbiased way, making it
representative of the true distribution of galaxies in the
local universe), non-detections provide an accurate mea-
sure of the number of galaxies with gas fractions below
the imposed limit.
The sample we use is based on GASS Data Release
2 (DR2) and is identical to that described in Catinella
et al. (2012). It contains 480 galaxies selected from the
GASS parent sample, each of which is observed down
to the specified limit. GASS DR2 includes 232 Arecibo
HI detections, 184 non-detections, and 64 HI detections
from ALFALFA (Giovanelli et al. 2005) and the Cornell
HI archive (Springob et al. 2005) that are added to cre-
ate a statistically representative sample (see Catinella
et al. 2010). Each galaxy has been observed by GALEX
and SDSS, which provide homogeneously measured stel-
lar mass and star formation rates for the sample. Stellar
masses and optical photometry are from the Max Planck
Institute for Astrophysics (MPA)/Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity (JHU) value-added catalogs based on SDSS DR6
and DR7, respectively. SFRs are derived from near-UV
(NUV) GALEX detections and are described in detail in
Schiminovich et al. (2010). A correction for dust atten-
uation is applied to star-forming galaxies with Dn(4000)
< 1.7 (where Dn(4000), the 4000 A˚ break strength, is a
proxy for star formation history). HI masses for detec-
tions and HI upper limits for non-detections are calcu-
lated according to Catinella et al. (2010). This sample
includes a small number of galaxies (N=22) whose HI
masses may be contaminated by nearby gas-rich galax-
ies. We found that the distribution of HI masses is nearly
identical if we remove these potentially confused galax-
ies from the sample so we choose to keep them in our
3analysis (see Catinella et al. 2010).
We rely on several derived quantities including the gas
fraction, specific SFR, and concentration index for GASS
galaxies. We follow Catinella et al. (2010) and Schimi-
novich et al. (2010) in calculating these quantities. The
HI gas fraction is the HI mass divided by the stellar mass,
MHI/M∗, such that the HI gas fraction can have values
above one. We refer to this quantity alternately as the
HI gas fraction or just the gas fraction, making no cor-
rection for molecular gas. The specific SFR is the SFR
normalized by stellar mass, SFR/M∗. The concentration
index, R90/R50, in which R90 and R50 are the radii en-
compassing 90 and 50% of the Petrosian flux measured
in the r -band, is used as a proxy for morphology.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. The Models
Astronomers have found success modeling distribution
functions of galaxy properties with a Schechter (1976)
function. The Schechter function has been applied to op-
tical and near-infrared luminosity functions (Bell et al.
2003), UV luminosity functions (Martin et al. 2005), HI
mass functions (Zwaan et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2010),
and SFR functions (Bothwell et al. 2011). In this paper
we compare the success with which three variations of the
Schechter and log-normal functions describe the HISMF.
The log-normal function is not often used to describe
HIMFs, but it has been used to model other galaxy prop-
erties, including the star formation rate function (Martin
et al. 2005), the X-ray luminosity function (Norman et al.
2004) and the IR luminosity function (Chapman et al.
2003). Kauffmann et al. (2003) found that the distribu-
tion of galactic size (in their case, R50) in narrow stellar
mass bins is well-fitted by a log-normal function. Their
use of the log-normal function was motivated by models
showing that the spin parameter, λ, directly proportional
to disk size, is distributed according to a log-normal func-
tion (Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Mo et al. 1998). If the cold
gas surface density is approximately constant across the
disk of a galaxy, then it follows that the total HI mass of
a galaxy should also approximate a log-normal function.
Cortese et al. (2011) also noted that HI gas fractions are
distributed according to a log-normal function.
Here we describe the functional forms of and motiva-
tion for each model we test for the binned HISMF. The
functional forms are compiled in Table 1. The Schechter
function (Eq. 1 in Table 1) is composed of a power law
that describes the distribution of low-mass galaxies and
an exponential that describes the distribution of high-
mass galaxies. A schematic of the Schechter function is
shown in the top panel of Fig. 1 in bold. The power
law at low HI masses (α) characterizes an extended tail
of galaxies with small amounts of HI; the exponential at
high HI masses above M∗HI shows that the number of
HI-rich galaxies drops off sharply above a given HI mass.
The Schechter function nicely fits the one-dimensional
HIMF derived from surveys with high numbers of HI-
poor galaxies (Martin et al. 2010). However it is not
apparent that the HI distribution at a given stellar mass
should also be characterized by a simple power law at
the HI-poor end. In particular, for a survey such as
GASS in which the tail of the distribution is dominated
by non-detections below the gas fraction limit, the shape
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Figure 1. Examples of the six models described in Section 3.1.
From top to bottom, the panels show the full, broken, and bent
variations of the Schechter function (bold black line) and log-
normal function (thin red line). Each curve shown here is a fit
to galaxies with stellar masses in the range 10.0 < log M∗ < 10.25,
as described in Section 4.
of the distribution of low-HI-mass galaxies is not well
constrained. Though upper limits provide some infor-
mation about the total number of galaxies with low HI
masses, we do not want upper limits to strongly constrain
the shape of the function below M∗HI .
To account for this issue, we introduce two versions of
a truncated Schechter function that do not extend to low
HI masses. In both cases the function is a combination
of a Schechter function at relatively high HI masses and
a constant distribution at low HI masses. We do not nec-
essarily expect the true distribution of HI-poor galaxies
to be flat, but we choose a flat distribution for simplicity
and because we have no way of determining from GASS
what the true distribution is where the sample is dom-
inated by upper limits. The flat distribution at low HI
masses reflects the fact that while we choose not to use
the GASS sample to put constraints on the shape of the
HISMF in this range, we can use it to derive the total
number of galaxies expected to have low HI masses.
The choice of where to impose the break in the
Schechter function is somewhat arbitrary (its precise lo-
cation does not significantly affect the parameters of the
fit). For simplicity we have elected to set it at a constant
4Table 1
Functional Forms of the Models
Full Schechter φ(MHI) dlogMHI = φ
∗ (MHI
M∗
HI
)α exp(−MHI
M∗
HI
) dlogMHI 0.01 × MHI,break < MHI < 1012.0 (1)
Broken Schechter φ(MHI) dlogMHI =
(1−f)
2.0
φ∗ 0.01 × MHI,break < MHI < MHI,break (2)
φ(MHI) dlogMHI = fφ
∗ (MHI
M∗
HI
)α exp(−MHI
M∗
HI
) MHI > MHI,break
Bent Schechter φ(MHI) dMHI = φ
∗ (MHI,break
M∗
HI
)α exp(
−MHI,break
M∗
HI
) 0.01 × MHI,break < MHI < MHI,break (3)
φ(MHI) dMHI = φ
∗ (MHI
M∗
HI
)α exp(−MHI
M∗
HI
) MHI > MHI,break
Full Log-normal φ(MHI) dlogMHI = φ
∗exp(− (logMHI−µ)2
2σ2
)dlogMHI 0.01 × MHI,break < MHI < 1012.0 (4)
Broken Log-normal φ(MHI) dlogMHI =
(1−f)
2.0
φ∗ 0.01 × MHI,break < MHI < MHI,break (5)
φ(MHI) dlogMHI = fφ
∗exp(− (logMHI−µ)2
2σ2
) MHI > MHI,break
Bent Log-normal φ(MHI) dMHI = φ
∗exp(− (logMHI,break−µ)
2
2σ2
) 0.01 × MHI,break < MHI < MHI,break (6)
φ(MHI) dMHI = φ
∗exp(− (logMHI−µ)2
2σ2
) MHI > MHI,break
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Figure 2. The number of detections and upper limits per HI
mass-stellar mass bin in the GASS sample.
gas fraction with respect to stellar mass to match our
observational limits. We set MHI,break equal to 1% of
the central stellar mass in each mass bin:
logMHI,break = log(M∗,bin)− 2.0, (1)
which is just below the gas fraction detection thresh-
old for GASS. With this choice, most HI detections are
above MHI,break and upper limits tend to cluster around
MHI,break.
Two variations of a Schechter function are shown in
the bottom panels of Fig. 1. In the middle panel the
function is parametrized according to Eq. 2 in Table 1.
We call this a broken Schechter function. In addition to
α and M∗HI , we fit another parameter, f , defined as the
fraction of galaxies in a given stellar mass bin with HI
masses above the cutoff:
f =
NMHI>MHI,break
Ntot
. (2)
Because of our treatment of upper limits (see below),
all upper limits contribute to the estimate of the num-
ber of galaxies below MHI,break even if the value of the
upper limit is greater than MHI,break. (1 − f)φ∗ is de-
rived so that the balance of galaxies expected to reside
below MHI,break are uniformly contained within a range
of HI masses extending up to MHI,break. All functions
are normalized to match the Borch et al. (2006) stellar
mass function.
We must be careful to properly define the HI mass
range within which we derive the HISMF. The low HI
mass cutoff impacts the probability for non-detections
(see below) and the normalization of the HISMF. The
chosen lower limit should reflect the minimum HI mass
expected to be associated with a galaxy of a given stel-
lar mass, whether or not it is detectable by GASS. We
adopt a lower limit of log MHI,low = log M∗,bin - 4.0 (an
HI mass four dex smaller than the central stellar mass
of each bin). This limit is suggested by Lyα absorber
measurements in Thom et al. (2012) showing that early-
type and spiral galaxies in a mass range similar to that
for GASS are likely to have the same minimum amount
of HI in their CGM, which they give as approximately
log MHI/M ∼ 6.0 and scales with galactic surface area.
This value is also generally consistent with upper limits
5Table 2
Parametrizations for Continuous Fits
Fits Including Stellar Mass
α = αm × (logM∗ − 10.5) + αo
M∗HI = Mm × (logM∗ − 10.5) +Mo
f = fm × (logM∗ − 10.5) + fo
Fits Including Stellar Mass and SFR
α = αm × (logM∗ − 10.5) + αs × logSFR+ αo
M∗HI = Mm × (logM∗ − 10.5) +Ms × logSFR+Mo
f = fm × (logM∗ − 10.5) + fs × logSFR+ fo
for the least HI-rich galaxies in Serra et al. (2012). We
set the high HI mass limit to be log MHI = 12.0; choos-
ing a slightly higher or lower value would negligibly affect
our results.
The two main differences between the broken Schechter
and the full Schechter are that the broken Schechter is
discontinuous and potentially multipeaked. We will dis-
cuss whether a multipeaked distribution function makes
sense physically in Section 5. Because the discontinuity
at MHI,break is clearly unphysical, we introduce another
function that requires the flat part of the function to con-
nect smoothly to the Schechter part of the function. We
label this the bent Schechter function (Eq. 3 in Table 1).
An example of it is shown in the bottom panel of Fig.
1. Because the bent Schechter function is required to be
continuous, α might be biased by f . We will show that
this constraint tends to flatten the distribution.
Though the Schechter function has been used success-
fully to describe HIMFs, we also test a log-normal fit
to the HISMF. The space density of galaxies in a stel-
lar mass bin as described by a log-normal distribution is
shown as Eq. 4 in Table 1. µ is the mean and σ2 is the
variance of the distribution. A key difference between
the Schechter and log-normal functions is that the log-
normal function is symmetric about its mean. We also
test two variations of the log-normal function: the bro-
ken log-normal function, Eq. 5 in Table 1 and Fig. 1b,
and the bent log-normal function, Eq. 6 in Table 1 and
Fig. 1c.
3.2. Continuous Fits
Ultimately our goal is not just to accurately model the
HISMF but to understand the physical processes that
shape it. If its shape is the result of processes linked
to halo or stellar mass and SFR then one might con-
jecture that the parameters of the distribution function
could be related to a continuous function of observable
physical quantities. Later in this paper, we examine the
dependence of the HIMF on stellar mass and SFR by in-
troducing a hierarchical model in which we redefine the
distribution function parameters in terms of these phys-
ical quantities. First we define the Schechter parameters
α, M∗HI and f as functions of stellar mass and then we
add SFR as an additional parameter. The parametriza-
tions for these hierarchical models are listed in Table 8.
This fit is discussed in Section 5.2.
Determining the dependence of the HIMF on SFR can
be difficult when using UV-derived SFRs because such
SFRs are considered upper limits for passively evolving
galaxies (Schiminovich et al. 2007). To test that the
SFRs for passively evolving galaxies do not significantly
bias the fit, we implemented another version of the fit
in which we treat galaxies with low specific SFRs differ-
ently. For galaxies with log SFR/M∗ < -12, we redefined
their SFRs as a function of stellar mass only:
logSFR = logM∗ − 12.0 (3)
and substituted this equation for log SFR in the
parametrizations in Table 8. Thus, the resulting
Schechter parameters depend only on stellar mass for low
star-forming galaxies. We found that this parametriza-
tion yields results similar to the original parametrization.
When we discuss this fit in Section 5.2 we only refer to
the results with the original parametrization.
3.3. Implementation
We conduct this analysis in a Bayesian framework, de-
riving the best-fit parameters of the models described
above by maximizing the posterior probability given our
dataset D = {MHI ,MHI,lim,M∗}. We describe the
HI mass function φ(MHI) using a vector of parameters
Θ. For example, Θ = {α,M∗HI} for the full and bent
Schechter functions and Θ = {α,M∗HI , f} for the broken
Schechter function, where φ?(HI) is not included as a
free parameter because it is derived using φ?(M?) as dis-
cussed further below. The total posterior probability for
a given set of parameters is the product of the posterior
probabilities calculated for each galaxy in D:
P (Θ|D) =
i=N∏
i=1
Pi(Θ|Di). (4)
We define the posterior probability for each galaxy by
rewriting Bayes’ theorem in accordance with our mea-
surements and generalized model. The posterior prob-
ability P(Θ | D) depends on the likelihood function of
the data given the model, a prior, and a normalization
factor. It can be written as:
Pi(Θ|Di) = Pi(Di|Θ)Pi(Θ) (5)
Pi(Θ) is the prior on the model parameters. We impose
a flat prior on α and σ and a flat prior in log space on
M∗HI and µ. We constrain f to lie between 0 and 1.
An important part of our analysis is the inclusion of
upper limits for galaxies not detected in HI. This strategy
allows us to model more accurately the mass function at
low HI masses and high stellar masses, where many of
the non-detections lie. We follow the method outlined
in Gelman et al. (2003) for incorporation of “censored”
data. In this method the likelihood Pi (Di | Θ) is defined
separately for galaxies detected and not detected in HI
and we define an inclusion vector I where Ii = 1 if the
galaxy is detected and Ii = 0 if the galaxy is not detected
in HI. The likelihood for galaxies with HI detections is:
p(Di|Θ, Ii = 1) ∝ φ(MHI,i; Θ), (6)
where the proportionality is due to an extra normal-
ization term. The likelihood for undetected galaxies is
the integral of the mass function from some lower limit
to the calculated HI mass upper limit of each individual
galaxy:
6p(Di|Θ, Ii = 0) ∝
∫ MHIlim,j
MHI,low
φ(MHI ; Θ)d logMHI (7)
Putting everything together, we can define the total
posterior of a set of parameters as:
p(Θ|D, I) = p(Θ)p(D, I|Θ)
∝ p(Θ)
i=Ndet∏
i=1
φ(MHI,i; Θ; Ii = 1)
×
j=Nnondet∏
j=1
∫ MHIlim,j
MHI,low
φ(MHI ; Θ; Ij = 0)dMHI (8)
First we consider the form of the HISMF within a stel-
lar mass bin:
φ(MHI) =
∫ M?+∆M?/2
M?−∆M?/2
φ(MHI ,M?)dM?
where ∆M∗ is the width of the stellar mass bin and
φ(MHI , M∗) can take any of the six forms listed above.
We use the space density of galaxies in each stellar
mass bin to determine the normalization factor for the
likelihoods. This space density is the integral of the stel-
lar mass function φ(M?) within a given stellar mass bin:
Φ(M?,bin) =
∫ M?,bin+∆M?,bin/2
M?,bin−∆M?,bin/2
φ(M?)d logM? (9)
where the functional form for φ(M?) has been deter-
mined independently by a number of authors (see the
Appendix). With this space density we can rewrite the
likelihoods with an extra normalization term
p(bin|M∗,i)
Φ(M?,bin)
where p(bin|M∗,i) is a step function and equals 1 when a
galaxy’s stellar mass is within the stellar mass bin under
consideration. Including the normalization term in Eq.
8 yields the exact definition of the posterior, leaving out
a constant combinatorial term:
p(Θ|D, I) = p(Θ)p(D, I|Θ)
= p(Θ)
i=Ndet∏
i=1
φ(MHI,i; Θ; Ii = 1)
p(bin|M∗,i)
Φ(M?,bin)
×
j=Nnondet∏
j=1
∫ MHIlim,j
MHI,low
φ(MHI ; Θ; Ij = 0)
p(bin|M∗,i)
Φ(M?,bin)
dMHI(10)
3.4. Model Fitting
We determine the parameters of the HISMF and
their errors by using a Python implementation of the
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method called em-
cee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). One of the advan-
tages of emcee is that it evolves an ensemble of walkers
simultaneously, significantly shortening the autocorrela-
tion time. We run emcee using 50 walkers, 100 burn-in
steps, and then 100 steps per walker. emcee uses the
value of the posterior probability calculated for each set
of parameters Θ to determine how the walkers will sub-
sequently move in parameter space. The final output of
emcee is a list of 50 × 100 = 5000 sets of parameters that
describe the locations of the walkers in parameter space.
Because the most likely regions of parameter space are
more densely occupied by the walkers, we simply take
the median value of each parameter as the best-fit pa-
rameter. Choosing the best-fit parameters by selecting
the iteration with the maximum probability yields virtu-
ally identical fits, though taking the median means the
best-fit parameters are more robust to artificial spikes in
the probability.
We run emcee six times; the only difference between
each run is the definition of the PDF for each of our six
models. In practice, and in order to treat each model
identically, we express each model PDF as a finely re-
solved histogram. The probability for a detection is de-
fined as the value of the PDF at the HI mass of the
detection (Eq. 6). The probability for an upper limit is
defined as the integral of the PDF from some lower limit
(MHI,low) to the HI upper limit of the non-detection (Eq.
7). The total PDF is the product of the probabilities of
each detection or upper limit. In practice, we sum the
logarithm of the probabilities.
The only source of uncertainty that we include in our
model is the uncertainty on the HI measurements. We
convolve each HI measurement with its total error, which
we define as the sum in quadrature of the error on the dis-
tance (which we assume to be 5%) and the error on the HI
flux. For upper limits of GASS non-detections we set the
total error to 0.3 dex. The probability for each convolved
HI measurement is the final probability that contributes
to the model. Cosmic variance could produce additional
uncertainty in the normalization of the HISMF, but our
sample is drawn from a region 3 Mpc3 in volume for
which cosmic variance should be small (Somerville et al.
2004).
We tested our methodology by applying the same anal-
ysis to a simulated sample of galaxies with stellar masses
and redshifts assigned to mimic the observed GASS sam-
ple and with HI masses extracted from a known Schechter
function. We “observed” the simulated dataset based on
the GASS detection limits, producing sets of HI masses
and HI upper limits. Checks show that the simulated
sample matches the stellar mass distribution and detec-
tion fraction of the actual sample, as expected. Apply-
ing the methodology described above on the simulated
sample recovered the original Schechter function that de-
scribed the simulated sample, confirming the validity of
our method. To test the effect of the imposed gas fraction
limit on GASS, which becomes an HI mass limit at log
M∗/M < 10.5, we also “observed” the simulated sample
with the gas fraction limit extending to different stellar
masses. This change can moderately affect α because it
changes the proportion of detections to non-detections at
low HI masses and low-to-moderate stellar masses. We
also used the simulation to test the weighting of each
stellar mass bin in the continuous fits. The relatively
flat stellar mass distribution of the sample (except for a
deficit of galaxies in the highest stellar mass bin) means
that for the continuous fit, galaxies do not contribute to
the fit in proportion to the z=0 stellar mass function.
However, we found that weighting the continuous fit by
the observed stellar mass function in order to account
7for the stellar mass distribution of the sample does not
significantly change the results; the results are robust to
different weighting schemes.
4. THE BIVARIATE HI MASS FUNCTION FOR
MASSIVE GALAXIES
4.1. Model Comparison
In this section we present the results of the six models
described above. We attempt to make some determina-
tion of which is the better fit, though we note that none
of these simple parametrizations can precisely capture
the true distribution of HI masses. In Fig. 3 we show
φ(MHI ,M∗), the binned HISMF for three variations of
the Schechter function, along with the data used in the
fits. To display the data, we binned the detections and
upper limits into HI mass bins 0.3 dex wide. In each
panel of Fig. 3, detections are shown as black circles
and the full sample including upper limits for HI non-
detections is indicated by empty circles. As stellar mass
increases, the open circles identifying upper limits appear
at progressively higher HI masses because of the GASS
detection threshold, which is based on HI fraction. Error
bars indicate Poisson uncertainties. The reported volume
densities in each stellar mass bin have been corrected ac-
cording to the effective volume of the GASS sample in
each bin, which is the number of GASS galaxies in each
bin divided by the expected space density of galaxies in
that bin according to the Borch et al. (2006) stellar mass
function. The binned data are given in Table 3 and the
numbers of galaxies in each stellar mass bin are shown in
Table 3
Binned Data for Bivariate HISMF
log M∗ log MHI log φ(MHI ,M∗)all log φ(MHI ,M∗)det
(1) (2) (3) (4)
10.0, 10.25 8.15 ... ...
10.0, 10.25 8.45 -3.49± 0.22 ...
10.0, 10.25 8.75 -2.72 ± 0.09 -3.40 ± 0.19
10.0, 10.25 9.05 -2.98 ± 0.12 -3.02 ± 0.13
10.0, 10.25 9.35 -3.02 ± 0.13 -3.02 ± 0.13
10.0, 10.25 9.65 -2.95 ± 0.12 -2.95 ± 0.12
10.0, 10.25 9.95 -3.10 ± 0.14 -3.10 ± 0.14
10.0, 10.25 10.25 -3.19 ± 0.15 -3.19 ± 0.15
10.0, 10.25 10.55 ... ...
10.0, 10.25 10.85 ... ...
Note. — This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable
form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance re-
garding its form and content. Errors reported are Poisson errors.
Table 4
Number of Galaxies in Samples
GASS ALFALFA
log M∗ Total Detections Total Detections
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
10.0, 10.25 85 24 1351 308
10.25, 10.5 84 31 1269 297
10.5, 10.75 96 28 1052 272
10.75, 11.0 94 41 587 144
11.0, 11.25 96 45 244 71
11.25, 11.5 25 15 42 10
Total 480 167 4545 1102
Table 4. We also show a histogram of the detections and
upper limits in each HI mass-stellar mass bin in Fig. 2.
We present the binned data only to describe the sample
and compare the data to the fits derived from the data.
We emphasize that the fits are not derived from binned
HI measurements; rather, each individual HI detection
and upper limit contributes to the total probability of
the fit independently.
Each column in Fig. 3 represents one of the three
Schechter functions: full on the left, broken in the mid-
dle, and bent on the right. Each row represents a stellar
mass range from log M∗ = 10.0 to log M∗ = 11.5; the
stellar mass interval is indicated in the upper right cor-
ner of each panel. The best-fit parameters and their 1σ
uncertainties determined from the MCMC fit are listed
in Table 5. 1σ uncertainties on the fit for each HI mass
bin are also reflected in the shaded regions surrounding
each curve and were determined by computing φ(MHI ,
M∗) using all 5000 emcee iterations.
First we examine qualitatively how the HISMF varies
with stellar mass and from model to model. Overall there
is remarkable similarity between the HISMF at different
stellar masses and for different parametrizations of the
Schechter function. The main difference with respect to
stellar mass is that the HISMF reflects the stellar mass
function, which decreases with stellar mass. Because
fewer galaxies are used to fit the models at high stel-
lar masses and the fraction of non-detections increases,
the error bars generally widen with stellar mass. Though
the shape of the functions is close to invariant with re-
spect to stellar mass, galaxies in the range 10.5 < log
M∗/M < 11.0 tend to have higher values of α, which
makes the slope of the biariate HIMF for moderate HI
masses steeper, and slightly smaller values for M∗HI , so
the function cuts off at lower HI masses.
We also find that the shape of the HISMF is largely in-
dependent of the parametrization used. Though the two
pieces of the broken Schechter function are not required
to match as they are in the bent function, they almost
do, such that the broken Schechter function closely re-
sembles the bent Schechter function. In this case, the
constraint on the bent Schechter function does not seem
to bias the fit. (We will show an example later in which it
does.) Moreover, the calculated space density for galax-
ies below MHI,break is very similar for the broken and
bent cases, showing that the two parametrizations con-
sistently identify a similar fraction of galaxies with a gas
fraction above 1%. One of the main differences among
the three parametrizations is that the error bars for the
broken function in the region described by α are sig-
nificantly larger. It is reasonable for the error bars to
be larger here because there are few detections in this
narrow range of HI masses contributing to the estimate
of α. Thus the small error bars for the bent Schechter
functions perhaps indicate that the constraint that the
entire function be continuous does affect α for the bent
Schechter function.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we present the results of the three
log-normal fits to the data. The best-fit parameters and
associated uncertainties are listed in Table 6. Because
the log-normal function is symmetric, it predicts a much
higher space density of galaxies at high HI masses than
does the Schechter function. The three variations of the
log-normal functions are similar to the three Schechter
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Schechter Function Fits to Bivariate HIMFa
log M∗ log M∗HI α f log φ
∗
[M] [M] [Mpc−3 dex−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Full Schechter
10.0, 10.25 9.83 ± 0.10 0.55 ± 0.10 ........... -2.53
10.25, 10.5 9.86 ± 0.54 0.40 ± 0.12 ........... -2.73
10.5, 10.75 9.87 ± 0.10 0.64 ± 0.12 ........... -2.68
10.75, 11.0 9.82 ± 0.11 0.57 ± 0.13 ........... -2.91
11.0, 11.25 10.02 ± 0.12 0.49 ± 0.13 ........... -3.30
11.25, 11.5 10.09 ± 0.35 0.34 ± 0.33 ........... -3.97
Broken Schechter
10.0, 10.25 9.73 ± 0.14 0.83 ± 0.29 0.81 ± 0.06 -2.45
10.25, 10.5 9.78 ± 0.17 0.59 ± 0.30 0.71 ± 0.07 -2.66
10.5, 10.75 9.62 ± 0.12 1.44 ± 0.41 0.74 ± 0.05 -2.60
10.75, 11.0 9.51 ± 0.14 1.76 ± 0.62 0.61 ± 0.06 -2.89
11.0, 11.25 9.94 ± 0.20 0.69 ± 0.54 0.62 ± 0.07 -3.25
11.25, 11.5 10.54 ± 10.63 -0.60 ± 4.68 0.49 ± 0.15 -4.68
Bent Schechter
10.0, 10.25 9.76 ± 0.11 0.78 ± 0.13 ........... -2.46
10.25, 10.5 9.74 ± 0.12 0.70 ± 0.15 ........... -2.62
10.5, 10.75 9.70 ± 0.10 1.13 ± 0.18 ........... -2.59
10.75, 11.0 9.62 ± 0.11 1.26 ± 0.25 ........... -2.83
11.0, 11.25 9.81 ± 0.14 1.15 ± 0.30 ........... -3.21
11.25, 11.5 10.08 ± 4.40 0.59 ± 1.09 ........... -3.99
a The fits to the MHI distributions are in the form of a Schechter function such
that φ(MHI) dMHI = φ
∗ (MHI
M∗
HI
)α e
−MHI
M∗
HI dMHI . Reported errors for the
Schechter parameters α, M∗HI , and f are 1σ uncertainties determined from the
MCMC parameters. Values for φ∗ are based on the median Schechter parameters.
Table 6
Log-normal Fits to Bivariate HIMFa
log M∗ µ σ f log φ∗
[M] [M] [Mpc−3 dex−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Full Log-normal
10.0, 10.25 9.22 ± 0.08 0.67 ± 0.08 ........... -2.69
10.25, 10.5 9.01 ± 0.09 0.76 ± 0.10 ........... -2.77
10.5, 10.75 9.36 ± 0.08 0.62 ± 0.07 ........... -2.89
10.75, 11.0 9.24 ± 0.08 0.62 ± 0.08 ........... -3.09
11.0, 11.25 9.38 ± 0.08 0.62 ± 0.08 ........... -3.42
11.25, 11.5 9.01 ± 1.57 1.23 ± 9.35 ........... -3.93
Broken Log-normal
10.0, 10.25 9.48 ± 0.08 0.46 ± 0.07 0.76 ± 0.05 -2.81
10.25, 10.5 9.36 ± 0.15 0.53 ± 0.12 0.71 ± 0.07 -2.91
10.5, 10.75 9.65 ± 0.15 0.38 ± 6.44 0.72 ± 0.06 -3.04
10.75, 11.0 9.69 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.06 0.61 ± 0.06 -3.30
11.0, 11.25 9.70 ± 0.23 0.42 ± 0.12 0.62 ± 0.07 -3.60
11.25, 11.5 9.00 ± 0.53 0.81 ± 3.71 0.43 ± 0.12 -3.86
Bent Log-normal
10.0, 10.25 9.34 ± 0.06 0.59 ± 0.05 ........... -2.75
10.25, 10.5 9.31 ± 0.06 0.56 ± 0.06 ........... -2.89
10.5, 10.75 9.55 ± 0.05 0.47 ± 0.04 ........... -2.98
10.75, 11.0 9.56 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.04 ........... -3.25
11.0, 11.25 9.73 ± 0.04 0.39 ± 0.04 ........... -3.62
11.25, 11.5 ............... ............... ........... .....
a The fits to the MHI distributions are log-normal such that φ(MHI ,M∗) =
a × exp(−(logMHI−µ)2
2σ2
).
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Figure 3. Three variations of the Schechter function fit to the HISMF in six stellar mass bins. The stellar mass bins are indicated in the
upper right corners. Each panel presents the binned GASS data for detections (solid black circles) and detections plus upper limits (empty
circles). Error bars on the show Poisson uncertainties. Shaded regions show the 1σ uncertainties determined from the MCMC fit. Vertical
dotted lines indicate MHI,break = 0.01 × M∗,bin in each stellar mass bin.
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3 but showing three variations of the log-normal function fit to the HISMF.
functions in that the fits are largely independent of stellar
mass except for what was noted above for galaxies with
intermediate stellar masses.
A closer look at the fits for the highest stellar mass
bin (11.25 < log M∗/M < 11.5) reveals that they do
not exhibit the same shape as do the fits at lower stellar
masses. Moreover, the size of the error regions indicates
that these fits are not well constrained (see also reported
errors in Tables 5 and 6 and plots below). These results
can be attributed to the small number of galaxies in this
stellar mass bin, a number that is less than a third of the
number of galaxies in the other stellar mass bins (Ta-
ble 4) despite attempts to maintain a flat stellar mass
distribution for the GASS sample. We choose to keep
this stellar mass bin in our analysis to show where our
ability to accurately describe the shape of the HISMF
breaks down. More observations at higher stellar masses
(and the final GASS data release, Catinella et al., MN-
RAS submitted) will be necessary to understand how the
HISMF changes for the most massive galaxies in the local
universe.
In Figs. 5 and 6 we quantitatively examine how the
best-fit Schechter and log-normal parameters vary with
stellar mass. The top three panels show log M∗HI , α
and f vs. stellar mass for the three parametrizations
of the Schechter function. This plot quantitatively con-
firms the trends we discussed above. The full, broken
and bent fits yield values for M∗HI that are close to con-
stant with respect to stellar mass. We will discuss the
relative constancy of M∗HI in Section 5.3.2. The bro-
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Figure 5. Schechter parameters α, log M∗HI , f , and MHI,75 vs.
stellar mass and the best-fit lines as a function of stellar mass from
Section 5.2.
ken and bent Schechter models produce α’s that range
between 0.5 and 1.2 with no obvious trend with stellar
mass. The full Schechter function yields values for α
that are slightly lower than the other α’s (∼ 0.5). The
third panel shows f vs. stellar mass for the broken and
bent models. This value is a parameter in the broken
model and can be derived from the results of the bent
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Figure 6. Log-normal parameters σ, µ, f , and MHI,75 vs. stellar
mass.
model. The effective f for the bent fit and f for the
broken fit track each other nicely, confirming that the
fits yield similar HISMFs. (As an additional check they
are also comparable to the observed detection fractions
reported in Catinella et al. (2010, 2012).) Both mod-
els show that the fraction of galaxies with gas fractions
above 1% decreases with stellar mass. As another way of
comparing the three Schechter functions, in the bottom
panel we show MHI,75 for each of the three fits, where
MHI,75 is the HI mass in each stellar mass bin below
which lie 75% of the galaxies in that stellar mass bin.
The broken and bent Schechter functions yield values for
MHI,75 that are nearly identical. The values for the full
Schechter function are similar to those of the truncated
Schechter functions but diverge slightly from them at
high stellar masses.
Fig. 6 shows a similar analysis of the parameters of the
log-normal fits. The trends for MHI,75 and f vs. stellar
mass are similar to those for the Schechter functions. µ,
which is related to M∗HI for the Schechter fit, does not
show an obvious correlation with stellar mass. σ, which
measures the width of the distribution, decreases slightly
with stellar mass from about 0.6 to 0.4.
4.2. Covariance of Parameters
Next we wish to examine the relationship between the
model parameters to uncover any covariance. As an ex-
ample, we do this for the broken and bent Schechter fits
in Fig. 7. Each row shows a different stellar mass bin
corresponding to the six rows in Fig. 3. In each panel
we show the error contours associated with two parame-
ters for both functions. The contours enclose 10, 25, 50,
and 95% of the 5000 Schechter parameters (α, M∗HI , f)
representing the 5000 MCMC iterations for each stellar
mass bin.
In the left column the tilt in the contours for α vs. M∗HI
shows that the two Schechter parameters for the bro-
ken and bent Schechter functions exhibit some covariance
along the direction in which they are anti-correlated. A
high α and a low M∗HI could describe the distribution
just as well as a low α and a high M∗HI . We comment on
the origin of this covariance in Section 5.2. The narrower
contours for the bent fit show that α is more tightly con-
strained by the model, likely because of the requirement
that the Schechter function smoothly connect to the flat
part of the function at MHI,break. Though there are some
noticeable differences between the two fits at high stellar
masses, the contours for the two fits generally overlap
across the entire stellar mass range, indicating that any
difference between the two model fits is small compared
to the errors in the parameters.
The middle column shows the relationship between
M∗HI and f and the right column shows f vs. α. For
the bent fit we only show the effective f . We find that
the broken fit yields a tight constraint on f , which is not
surprising since the GASS survey is designed to provide
an accurate measure of this quantity. We also find that
there is little obvious covariance between f and α.
4.3. Model fit at high HI masses and comparison with
ALFALFA
An important distinction between the two classes of
models considered above (Schechter vs. log-normal) is
the shape of the function at high HI masses. Here we
explore two questions: 1) whether GASS includes suffi-
cient numbers of HI-rich galaxies to provide a strong con-
straint on the function at the HI-rich end and 2) whether
we can favor one class of model over the other based on
the success of our fits. To test these questions we first
conduct an analysis that makes use of an enlarged sample
of HI-rich galaxies obtained using the ALFALFA survey.
We then use the sum of each model across stellar masses
to provide sufficient signal to allow us to distinguish be-
tween model classes.
GASS was designed to sensitively detect HI in massive
HI-poor galaxies but does not detect as many HI-rich
galaxies as do other shallower blind surveys with signif-
icant sky coverage, such as ALFALFA (Giovanelli et al.
2005). When complete, ALFALFA will have scanned
over 7000 square degrees of the sky, so the number of
ALFALFA detections in the GASS stellar mass range
exceeds the number of GASS detections. We refine the
measurement of the HISMF at high HI masses by in-
cluding in the fits detections and upper limits from the
ALFALFA survey.
The ALFALFA sample we use includes all galaxies in
the GASS parent sample that lie in the regions of the
sky already observed and cataloged by ALFALFA as of
the α.40 release (Haynes et al. 2011). In this region 1102
galaxies were detected by ALFALFA and 3443 were not
detected (see Table 4). We calculate upper limits for the
non-detections by using the ALFALFA integrated flux
limit, Slim in Jy km s
−1, from Martin et al. (2010). Slim
depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and velocity
width (W50) of the HI line:
Slim =
{
0.15 S/N (W50/200)
1/2 if W50 < 200kms
−1;
0.15 S/N (W50/200) if W50 ≥ 200kms−1.
(11)
We let S/N = 5.0 and W50 = 300 km s
−1 to be con-
sistent with the calculation of upper limits for GASS.
Martin et al. (2010) calculate HI masses according to:
MHI = 2.356× 105D2Mpc Slim. (12)
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Figure 7. Error contours for Schechter parameters α, M∗HI and f for the broken (grayscale contours; red crosses) and bent (black contours;
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Thus, the upper limits we calculate for ALFALFA non-
detections are simply a function of distance:
MHIUL = 2.65× 105D2Mpc (13)
To derive the HISMF that accounts for the GASS and
ALFALFA surveys together we simply add the log likeli-
hoods for the galaxies in each sample. (We checked with
our simulation that applying different weights to each
sample does not significantly affect the result.) As we
mentioned above, the log likelihoods include the error
on each HI measurement. We derive errors for the AL-
FALFA detections in the same way we did for GASS. We
also set the error for ALFALFA upper limits to 0.3 dex.
In Fig. 8 we present the ALFALFA data and the results
of the joint fit to GASS and ALFALFA. We show the AL-
FALFA data in the same way we show the GASS data:
detections are shown as solid symbols and the full sam-
ple including upper limits is shown as open symbols. The
ALFALFA data generally extend to higher HI masses (log
MHI/M ≥ 10.5) than the GASS data, which end at log
MHI/M ∼ 10.25 in most stellar mass bins. Though
ALFALFA provides better coverage of the HI-rich end of
the HIMF, the small number of galaxies detected by AL-
FALFA below log MHI/M ∼ 10.0 emphasizes the need
for deeper surveys such as GASS that can provide HI
measurements of massive galaxies with smaller amounts
of HI.
Fig. 8 compares the GASS broken Schechter fit to the
bent and broken versions of the GASS + ALFALFA fit.
First we will examine the HI-rich end of the HISMF. In
general both variations of the GASS+ALFALFA fits pre-
dict slightly fewer HI-rich galaxies at low stellar masses
and slightly more HI-rich galaxies at high stellar masses.
The major difference between the two fits is in the range
10.75 < log M∗/M < 11.0, where the GASS+ALFALFA
fit extends to higher HI masses. We noted previously that
the GASS fits in this mass range predicted surprisingly
low space densities. The GASS+ALFALFA fits are more
consistent with respect to stellar mass, perhaps making
up for small anomalies in the GASS sample. Though
the fits in this mass range argue that ALFALFA data
are necessary to properly describe the HI-rich end of the
HISMF, we see this mass range as an exception rather
than the rule. We will show later that a continuous fit
applied to only GASS data is able to account for the
anomaly in the stellar mass bin 10.75 < log M∗/M <
11.0 without including ALFALFA galaxies. Thus, the
binned fit, rather than the use of only GASS data, is the
cause of the discrepancy in this stellar mass bin.
At lower HI masses, the broken and bent
GASS+ALFALFA fits vary significantly. The bro-
ken Schechter fit exhibits a steep slope down to
MHI,break while the constraints of the bent Schechter fit
cause the slope to be much shallower. The significant
difference between α for the bent and broken fits with
ALFALFA contrasts with the relative similarity between
α for the bent and broken fits to GASS data only. It is
likely that the lack of ALFALFA data at low HI masses
had too much influence on the fit here, biasing the
broken fit to predict low numbers of galaxies within this
HI mass range. For ease of analysis and because we have
shown the GASS sample to provide a sufficient estimate
of the HISMF at high HI masses, we do not include
ALFALFA in each of our subsequent fits. Future work
may continue to explore the combined use of GASS and
ALFALFA.
4.4. Model Selection and Validation
We have produced six fits to the HISMF based on six
different models and we wish to select which is the best
match to the data. To distinguish between the mod-
els quantitatively we calculated several parameters that
are commonly used to assess goodness-of-fit or for model
selection. We list these numbers in the Appendix and
briefly discuss them here. They include the probabilities
calculated in the MCMC runs, the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978), the Poisson probabilities,
and the χ2 statistic.
In Table 9 we list the MCMC probabilities and
Bayesian Information Criterion for each model and each
stellar mass bin. Both measures of the probabilities are
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Figure 9. The total HISMF for massive galaxies based on six different models compared to the ALFALFA HIMF (blue Martin et al.
2010). Left : The sum of the full, broken, and bent Schechter fits to the HISMF. Right : The sum of the full, broken, and bent log-normal
fits to the HISMF.
in the same range for each stellar mass bin and do not
strongly favor one model over the others.
We can examine the qualitative differences among the
six models in two ways: by comparing the integrated
model HISMFs, which emphasize deviations from the
data, and by considering the limitations of each model
that are not quantifiable. We derive the total HISMF for
massive galaxies (Fig. 9) by summing the HISMF across
all stellar mass bins for each model. Because MHI,break
varies with stellar mass and the total HISMF is a sum
over all stellar mass bins, the total HISMFs for the bro-
ken and bent fits do not have the same characteristic flat
regions at low HI masses. At the lowest HI masses the
shape of the HISMF is still poorly constrained by our
data.
First we examine the differences between the Schechter
functions and log-normal functions, which are shown sep-
arately in the panels on the left and right. Though
the Schechter and log-normal functions predict a sim-
ilar number of galaxies at low HI masses, each of the
three log-normal fits systematically predicts more galax-
ies at high HI masses than do the three Schechter fits.
The space densities they predict are well above the data
points and their error bars. Based on this discrepancy
between the data and the log-normal fits to the data, we
can safely conclude that the Schechter function’s steeper
dropoff at high HI masses makes it a better approxima-
tion of the true HISMF
To test this conclusion we quantitatively compare the
predictions of the six models to the data by calculating
the χ2 statistic and the Poisson probability for HI masses
above log MHI/M = 10. These numbers (see Table
10) confirm that the Schechter function is a much better
description of the data at high HI masses.
Solanes et al. (1996) conducted a test similar to ours by
comparing Schechter and Gaussian fits to the total HIMF
derived from 934 giant spirals in an HI flux limited sam-
ple. They found that the Gaussian and Schechter fits
describe the full sample and the sample divided by mor-
phology equally well. They note that discrepancies be-
tween the two fits occur at low (log MHI/M < 9.0) and
high (log MHI/M > 10.5) HI masses. It is in these HI
mass ranges where we also find the greatest discrepancy
between the two fits.
We cannot favor one version of the Schechter fit over
another based on their total HISMFs because they are
virtually identical, which Table 10 confirms. Instead it
is important to consider the limitations inherent to each
model. Upper limits can significantly affect the slopes of
the full Schechter and log-normal models at moderate HI
masses. The break in the broken and bent models allows
us to use upper limits to estimate the space density of
galaxies with low HI fractions while not allowing upper
limits to dictate the shape of the function.
A limitation of the bent model is that the two sections
of the function are required to meet. This requirement
seems reasonable because a true disconnect in a mass
function (such as in the broken model) does not make
physical sense. But this requirement is only reasonable
if we are confident in the shape we impose on both sides
of the break. A flat distribution at low HI masses is not
the only choice and we discuss this in Section 5.3.4.
Because of the obvious limitations of the full and bent
models, we choose to proceed with the broken Schechter
function. We emphasize, though, that this parametriza-
tion is not necessarily the best or most precise way of
describing the HISMF but reflects our desire to provide
a model for the data that accurately describes the true
distribution in an intuitive way with as few parameters
as needed.
In Fig. 9 we also compare our total HISMF for mas-
sive galaxies to the HIMF from ALFALFA (Martin et al.
2010). The GASS HISMF matches the ALFALFA curve
at high HI masses but misses many of the HI-poor galax-
ies that are detected in ALFALFA because they are below
the GASS stellar mass and redshift cutoffs (e.g. dwarf
galaxies). The agreement between the two functions at
high HI masses indicates that many of the most HI-rich
galaxies in the local universe are in fact galaxies that are
also massive in stars (any contribution to the HI-rich end
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of the function from lower stellar mass galaxies would be
small). This was also seen and discussed in Schiminovich
et al. (2010). We return to this point below.
We calculate ΩHI,M∗>1010 , the ratio of the HI density
contributed by massive galaxies to the critical density,
and present our results for each stellar mass bin in Table
7. In each bin we compute ΩHI,M∗>1010 by integrat-
ing the broken Schechter fit to the HISMF. We do the
same with the bivariate and trivariate fits (see Section
5.2) and we compare the results to a simple sum of the
HI detections and upper limits. The total HI density
in the GASS stellar mass range, obtained by summing
ΩHI in each stellar mass bin for the broken Schechter
function, is log ΩHI = -3.75, which is 41% of the to-
tal ΩHI in the local universe derived from ALFALFA
(Martin et al. 2010). This HI density agrees with that
reported in Schiminovich et al. (2010), which represents
42% of the Martin et al. (2010) value. The agreement be-
tween their calculation, which is based on a simple sum
of the observed HI masses, and ours validates our model
of the HISMF. A sum of the GASS detections and up-
per limits (see final column) overestimates ΩHI,M∗>1010
because the upper limits are included as true HI masses
in the sum whereas our fitting method assumes the true
HI masses can be less than the upper limits. As Schimi-
novich et al. (2010) noted, the comparison between ΩHI
derived from ALFALFA with ΩHI,M∗>1010 derived from
GASS emphasizes that massive galaxies contribute sig-
nificantly to the total HI content in the local universe.
This is not entirely surprising since Martin et al. (2010)
show that galaxies with 9.0 < log MHI/M ≤ 10.0 con-
tribute the most to ΩHI and this is the HI mass range
that many of the GASS galaxies occupy.
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Table 7
ΩHI
log M∗ log ΩHI,M∗ a ΩHI,M∗ / ΩHI b
Broken Schechter Bivariate Trivariate Dets. All c
10.0, 10.25 -4.24 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.14
10.25, 10.5 -4.42 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.09
10.5, 10.75 -4.37 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10
10.75, 11.0 -4.66 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06
11.0, 11.25 -4.84 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04
11.25, 11.5 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Total -3.75 0.41 0.41 0.42 0.41 0.44
a Typical errors are 0.1 assuming a 1σ error on the space density.
b ΩHI,M∗ as a fraction of ΩHI reported in Martin et al. (2010).
c The sum of detections and non-detections where we have set the HI mass of
non-detections equal to their upper limits.
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1. The Shape of the HIMF
In this paper we explore the shape of the HISMF within
six independent stellar mass bins (effectively resulting in
12 or 18 parameter fits) to assess what shapes the distri-
bution of HI masses at different stellar masses. Later in
this section we explore how this shape can be expressed
as a function of stellar mass and also SFR, leading to
a reduced parametrization, and providing some clues on
how the processes that drive the shape of the mass func-
tion depend on these physical parameters.
Without a detailed model predicting the shape we
adopted a generalized approach, comparing the results
of six different fits to the HISMF. We tested three varia-
tions of the Schechter and log-normal functions in order
to account for the high fraction of HI non-detections at
low HI masses. For two of these variations we imposed a
flat distribution on the HI-poor end because we have very
little a priori knowledge of the true shape of the distribu-
tion. This form is also easy to interpret as representing
the low gas fraction component of the distribution. We
found that the broken Schechter function, in which we
fit a Schechter function above a 1% HI gas fraction and
a flat function below, describe the shape of the GASS
HISMF better than the log-normal functions and is free
of the potential bias of the other Schechter models.
In the following sections we appeal to higher-
dimensional fits to the HIMF, simulations that seek to
reproduce the HIMF, and other HI observations to un-
derstand the physical processes that contribute to the
shape of the HISMF.
5.2. The Dependence of the HI Mass Function on
Stellar Mass and Star Formation Rate
To gain insight into the physical mechanisms that
shape the HISMF, we fit two additional models to the
data, both of which are continuous fits across the range
of stellar masses rather than binned fits within indepe-
dent stellar mass bins. The first is a continuous bivari-
ate fit whose Schechter parameters (α, M∗HI , f) depend
on stellar mass, which yields a variation on the HISMF,
φ(MHI ,M∗). The second is a continuous trivariate fit in
which the parameters are functions of stellar mass and
SFR. From this fit we can derive φ(MHI , M∗, SFR), the
HI-M∗-SFR function. As stellar mass is related to the
growth history of galaxies and SFR is linked to cold gas
content, the variation of the HIMF with respect to these
two quantities could provide insight into what shapes
the distribution of HI masses at a given stellar mass. Al-
though galaxies on the star-forming sequence have a well-
defined link between SFR and stellar mass (e.g. Brinch-
mann et al. 2004; Salim et al. 2007; Schiminovich et al.
2007), at a given stellar mass galaxies exhibit a wide
range of SFEs (Schiminovich et al. 2010, e.g.). The scat-
ter between SFR and MHI , and the additional scatter
between those two quantities and stellar mass, suggests
that including SFR as a parameter in our model should
uncover trends that are otherwise not apparent.
First we assess the results of the continuous bivariate
fit, which is shown in the left column of Fig. 10. The
best-fit parameters are listed in Table 8 and the defini-
tions of the parameters are in Table 2. The plot was
constructed by calculating α, M∗HI , and f based on the
central stellar mass of the previously defined stellar mass
bins. The fits are similar to the original binned fits (with
one exception, noted below). We examine these fits by
considering each parameter individually.
The line in Fig. 5 shows how each parameter changes
with stellar mass according to this fit. The results of
this higher-dimensional fit track the results of the bro-
ken Schechter function fit to the HISMF. The weak cor-
relation between M∗HI and stellar mass (M
∗
HI ∝ M0.07∗ )
confirms the relative invariance of the fits with respect
to stellar mass, which was illustrated in Fig. 3. The
inverse relationship between f and stellar mass reveals
that more massive galaxies are less likely to have a high
gas fraction, and in particular, one above 1%. This result
verifies that HI gas fraction is inversely correlated with
stellar mass (e.g. Catinella et al. 2010).
Next we discuss the trivariate fit, whose parameters
are defined according to the equations in Table 2. This
fit reveals the joint effect of stellar mass and SFR on the
HIMF and shows that the shape of the HIMF is more
strongly dependent on SFR. The best-fit parameters (see
Table 8) reveal that α is much more dependent on both
stellar mass (α ∝ M0.47∗ ) and SFR (α ∝ SFR0.95) than
are M∗HI and f . α is higher (∼2-3) for galaxies with
higher stellar masses and higher SFRs, implying that the
distribution of HI masses is more sharply peaked.
In the right column of Fig. 10 we show how this fit
compares to the original fit. The curve for each stellar
mass bin is constructed by dividing the galaxies in that
stellar mass bin into bins of SFR and summing the mass
functions derived using the central stellar mass of the bin
and the central SFR for each SFR-M∗ bin. The HIMF
for each SFR-M∗ bin is weighted by the number of galax-
ies in it. This fit generally approximates the original fit
at high HI masses. At low HI masses and low stellar
masses, the trivariate fit predicts slightly more galaxies.
This is due to the combination of low stellar masses and
low SFRs that produces a low value for α and a mass
function that rises towards lower HI masses. We note
that the main difference between the bivariate, trivari-
ate and binned fits is in the stellar mass bin 10.75 < log
M∗/M < 11.0. In this stellar mass range the bivari-
ate and trivariate fits predict more HI-rich galaxies and
their prediction matches that of the GASS+ALFALFA
fit described in Section 4.3. These fits appear to do a
better job than the binned fits of averaging over anoma-
lies in the GASS data and arriving at the true distribu-
tion of HI masses. Overall these fits seem to match the
broken Schechter function fit: ΩHI,M∗>1010 derived from
the bivariate and trivariate fits agree with that derived
from the broken Schechter function (see Table 7). In Ta-
ble 10 we compare these fits to the binned fits and we
find that the continuous fits are generally better than the
binned log-normal fits but are no better than the binned
Schechter fits.
To emphasize the variation in the HI-M∗-SFR function
with SFR we present in Fig. 11 the HIMF for galaxies
with 10.5 < log M∗/M < 10.75 and log SFR ranging
from -2.5 to 0.5. The overall shape of the HIMF, and
in particular the slope at the HI-poor end, varies signif-
icantly with SFR. We discuss this in more detail in the
following section.
In Figs. 12 and 13 we show the relationship between
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Table 8
Continuous Fitsa
αm αs αo Mm Ms Mo fm fs fo
Bivariate Fit 0.39 ... 1.00 0.07 ... 9.70 -0.24 ... 0.72
Trivariate Fit 0.47 0.95 1.26 0.22 -0.03 9.63 -0.20 0.35 0.92
a Top row: best-fit parameters for broken Schechter fits where the parameters
depend on stellar mass. Bottom row: best-fit parameters for broken Schechter fits
where the parameters depend on stellar mass and SFR.
the three Schechter parameters and how they vary with
9 combinations of stellar mass and SFR that probe the
GASS stellar mass range and 3 dex in SFR. The contours
are derived by using all 5000 iterations of the 9 MCMC
parameters (αo, αm, αs, Mo, Mm, Ms, fo, fm, fs) to cal-
culate the 5000 sets of associated Schechter parameters
(α, M∗HI , f) for each stellar mass-SFR bin. The con-
tours enclose 10, 25, 50, and 90% of the 5000 calculated
Schechter parameters. SFR increases across the rows and
stellar mass increases down each column.
Fig. 12 reveals how the relationship between α and
M∗HI changes with stellar mass and SFR. As mentioned
above, α increases with both stellar mass and SFR from
a low of about 0.0 to a high of 2.5. M∗HI , on the other
hand, shows less variation between 9.6 and 9.8. This
figure emphasizes the covariance between α and M∗HI ,
also noted in Fig. 7.
M∗HI denotes the transition point between the power
law and the exponential regions of the Schechter func-
tion. We might ask how a fixed quantile of the distri-
bution varies and how this relates to M∗HI . We explored
the analytic form of the relationship between M∗HI and
MHI,75 for a broken Schechter distribution and we found
that the difference between the two quantities is a func-
tion of α. The curves in each panel of Fig. 12 show
lines of constant MHI,75, where the value of MHI,75 is
calculated assuming the median α and M∗HI in each bin
(denoted by the crosshairs). These lines follow the direc-
tion of covariance between α and M∗HI . Their covariance
signifies the existence of a range of combinations of the
two parameters that maintain a fixed MHI,75 quantile.
While M∗HI varies by less than 0.3 dex across the range
of stellar masses and SFRs represented here, MHI,75 in-
creases with stellar mass by at least 0.3 dex, and more
so at low SFRs. The variation in MHI,75 shows that the
quantiles of the distribution vary even though the peak
at the characteristic HI mass remains relatively constant.
Fig. 13 shows the same analysis of α and f . f ranges
from 0.4 to 1.0 with this combination of stellar masses
and SFRs and generally decreases with stellar mass and
increases with SFR. The negative correlation between f
and stellar mass was noted above. Values for f cluster
near 1.0 for galaxies with log SFR=1.0 because galaxies
with moderate-to-high SFRs are very likely to have gas
fractions above 1%. We constrained f to not exeed 1.0
because that would be unphysical.
We can also examine how the Schechter parameters
vary with specific SFR, noted in each panel of Figs. 12
and 13. As specific SFR decreases from the upper right
corner to the lower left corner, the main difference is
a strong decrease in f - stronger than the variation in
f with respect to stellar mass or SFR alone. Since f
is related to gas fraction, this means that specific SFR
strongly depends on gas fraction. Again, this result
agrees with previous analyses (e.g. Catinella et al. 2010;
Schiminovich et al. 2010).
Finally in Fig. 14 we show the distribution of HI
gas fractions for three bins of SFR based on the higher
dimensional fits examined above. We used the bivari-
ate and trivariate fits to calculate the distribution of HI
masses in narrow bins of stellar mass and then divided
by stellar mass to obtain the distribution of HI gas frac-
tion. Solid lines show quantiles based on the trivariate fit
while dotted lines show quantiles based on the bivariate
fit (the latter quantiles are the same for each SFR bin).
The trivariate fits show that the range of gas fractions
varies significantly with SFR. At log SFR = -1.0, galaxies
with gas fractions in the middle 80% of the distribution
have a gas fraction range that spans 3 dex; at log SFR =
1.0, galaxies with gas fractions in the middle 80% have
gas fractions spanning only 1 dex. Though the distribu-
tion of gas fractions changes with SFR, it doesn’t change
in proportion to SFR. As SFR increases by a factor of
100, the gas content of galaxies with gas fractions in the
top 10% at a given SFR increases by less than a factor of
10. The gas fraction vs. stellar mass distribution based
on the bivariate fit exhibits a wide range of gas fractions
and is most similar to the range of gas fractions for low-
SFR galaxies in the trivariate fit. Because the bivariate
fit does not depend on SFR, it cannot capture the change
in the gas fraction distribution with respect to SFR.
We compare the gas fraction distribution based on
these fits to two other measures of the gas fraction vs.
stellar mass scaling relation. First, we show that MHI,75
calculated in each M∗-SFR bin tracks the trivariate fit’s
75% quantile fairly well in each SFR bin. This fit matches
MHI,75 better than does the bivariate fit. The better
match to the trivariate fit confirms that SFR provides
crucial additional information about HI content that is
not already embedded in the relationship between HI
mass and stellar mass.
To assess how our predicted gas fractions compare to
median gas fractions calculated directly from the data,
we show the median gas fraction scaling relation from
Catinella et al. (2012), which is averaged over galaxies
of all SFRs. The median gas fractions should agree well
with the 50% quantile, and they do if we look at the
bivariate fit. Turning to the trivariate fit, the Catinella
et al. (2012) median gas fractions overestimate the gas
fractions for galaxies with low SFRs and underestimate
the gas fractions for galaxies with higher SFRs.
To summarize, in Fig. 15 we explore how the Schechter
parameters vary within the specific SFR-stellar mass
plane. We find that α is high for galaxies with high
stellar masses and high specific SFRs, which we also saw
in Fig. 12. Lines of constant α are steeper than the
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Figure 10. The binned broken Schechter HISMF (solid line) compared to the continuous bivariate fit (left; blue dashed line), whose
parameters depend on stellar mass, and the continuous trivariate fit (right; blue dotted line), whose parameters depend on stellar mass and
SFR. α, M∗HI and f in each bin are calculated as described in the text.
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Figure 11. An example of the continuous trivariate HI-M∗-SFR
function for galaxies with stellar masses in the range 10.5 < log
M∗/M < 10.75 and log SFRs ranging from -2.5 to 0.5. There is
no population of galaxies with MHI < MHI,break in the highest
SFR bin in this stellar mass range because f is expected to be close
to 1.0.
star-forming sequence (Salim et al. 2007) and average
specific SFR vs. stellar mass trend for GASS galaxies
(Schiminovich et al. 2010), indicating that α does have a
dependence on stellar mass in addition to the dependence
on SFR one would expect. The upper right panel shows
that M∗HI slowly increases with stellar mass and depends
less on SFR. Lines of constant f confirm that galaxy
populations with high specific SFR are likely to contain
mostly galaxies with high gas fractions. The lines of con-
stant f are almost parallel to the star-forming sequence,
emphasizing the tight link between HI content and spe-
cific SFR. Finally, we show lines of constant MHI,75 in
the last panel. As we showed before, MHI,75 exhibits a
wider range of values than does M∗HI . Additionally, the
lines for the two parameters are oriented almost perpen-
dicular to each other. While the peak of the distribution,
M∗HI , slowly increases with stellar mass, the shape of the
distribution, indicated by the changing values of MHI,75,
depends strongly on both stellar mass and SFR. Finally,
the spacing between the lines of constant MHI,75 change
with SFR such that the value for MHI,75 changes more
quickly among highly star-forming galaxy populations.
To test the robustness of these trends, we used the
5000 iterations of the trivariate MCMC run to derive
the standard deviation of α, M∗HI , f , and MHI,75 at the
center of each panel. The standard deviations (0.26, 0.08,
0.04, and 0.03, respectively), which are smaller than the
uncertainties on the individual parameters in the binned
models and the continuous models (e.g. αm, αs, αo),
are also small compared to the contour spacing so these
trends are robust.
5.3. Physical Drivers of the HIMF
The fits presented above and in Section 4 reveal how
the HISMF varies quantitatively with stellar mass and
SFR. We can use these trends to better understand how
the HISMF is shaped by various physical processes that
act within different ranges of stellar mass and HI mass.
To guide our discussion of the physical drivers of the
HISMF, we consider four aspects of the HISMF: 1) the
steep dropoff at high HI masses; 2) the invariance of M∗HI
with respect to stellar mass; 3) the dependence of α on
stellar mass and SFR; and 4) the shape of the HISMF at
low HI masses.
5.3.1. Steep Slope at High Masses
Our results show that it is very uncommon for galaxies
to exist containing > 1010.5 M of HI. There exist sev-
eral scenarios in which the buildup of HI may be stalled
or halted. Since M∗HI is largely independent of stellar
mass and SFR, we can conjecture that the processes re-
sponsible for suppressing the buildup of HI are the same
for most galaxies in the GASS stellar mass range. To
determine how various processes affect the HI-rich end
of the HISMF, we turn to recent simulations that have
incorporated interstellar medium physics in an attempt
to reproduce the observed HIMF and understand its ori-
gin (though the difficulty of doing so is emphasized in
Fontanot et al. (2013)).
Duffy et al. (2012), Dave´ et al. (2013) and Kim et al.
(2013) derived HIMFs from cosmological simulations
with varying types and levels of feedback and compared
them to the observed HIMF. Duffy et al. (2012) found
that their HIMF depended more strongly on their self-
shielding prescriptions than a range of feedback prescrip-
tions. Kim et al. (2013) and Dave´ et al. (2013) (who also
included self-shielding in their simulations) found that
the variations in their feedback models affected the stel-
lar mass or luminosity functions more than the HIMF.
In the Kim et al. (2013) models, strong supernovae feed-
back decreased the amplitude of the HIMF and lumi-
nosity function and steepened the slope of the HIMF at
the HI-rich end. AGN feedback, often used to suppress
the growth of massive galaxies, also steepened the slope
at the HI-rich end. The outflow models in Dave´ et al.
(2013) fit the HIMF better when their wind speed and
mass-loading factor depended on galaxy velocity disper-
sion. But their models require a quenching prescription
to match the massive end of the stellar mass function;
a more physical model could change the properties of
massive and HI-rich galaxies, so the present results are
difficult to interpret.
Is it possible that the steep slope at high HI masses
results from high HI masses triggering the formation of
H2 or star formation and depleting HI? For this scenario
to be true, recently acquired gas must be funneled to the
center of the galaxy where it is most likely to contribute
to high HI surface densities that can fuel star forma-
tion. The universal neutral hydrogen profile uncovered
by Bigiel & Blitz (2012) indicates that this might happen
in non-interacting spiral galaxies. They found that the
radial distribution of neutral gas (HI + H2) surface den-
sity is remarkably similar across a sample of 33 nearby
spirals. They suggest that continuous gas inflow is re-
sponsible for this result by providing a fresh supply of
neutral gas to the centers of galaxies where star forma-
tion depletes the neutral gas content. Though recent
simulations show that cold gas accreted via cosmological
filaments tend to have high angular momentum and is
deposited at large radii where the HI surface density is
low (Kimm et al. 2011; Stewart et al. 2011), the result-
ing extended HI disks are likely short-lived as inflow will
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Figure 12. Each panel shows the distribution of α vs. M∗HI calculated for a given stellar mass (increases down each column) and SFR
(increases across each row) from the fit in Section 5.2. The black cross indicates the median values in each panel and the black dotted lines
show the median values for log SFR = 0 and log M∗/M = 10.5. Dashed lines are lines of constant MHI,75.
even out the distribution of cold gas.
5.3.2. The Peak at M∗HI and the Invariance of M
∗
HI
The HISMF for massive galaxies has a feature that
is not seen in the HIMF derived from surveys such as
ALFALFA (Martin et al. 2010): the HISMF is peaked
at M∗HI whereas the HIMF merely bends at M
∗
HI and
has more galaxies with lower HI masses. Why does the
HISMF exhibit a peaked distribution?
To evaluate whether the peak at M∗HI is dominated by
star-forming galaxies with high HI masses, we derive the
fit to the HISMF for subsamples of the GASS sample
defined by SFR and concentration index. In Fig. 16 we
show how galaxies with various SFRs and concentrations
contribute to the total HISMF for massive galaxies. As
before, we fit a broken Schechter function to each SFR
or concentration subset in several stellar mass bins and
sum the normalized fits to obtain the total HISMF across
the GASS stellar mass range. To maintain a statistically
significant number of galaxies in each stellar mass bin and
in each subset, we define only two subsets with respect
to SFR and concentration and we divide the sample into
three evenly spaced stellar mass bins instead of six.
In the left panel we divide the sample into two cate-
gories based on specific SFR: sSFR < -11.5 and sSFR >
-11.5. Fig. 16 shows that non-star-forming galaxies with
sSFR < -11.5 represent a large fraction of the massive
galaxies with low HI masses (log MHI/M ∼ 8.0) and
their contribution to the total HISMF decreases towards
higher HI masses. This is not surprising if one assumes
that the reason for low SFRs is a lack of cold gas. Star-
forming galaxies, on the other hand, contribute less to
the HISMF at low HI masses and represent many of the
HI-rich galaxies with log MHI/M ∼ 10.0. The peak of
the total HISMF for massive galaxies is largely created
by star-forming galaxies.
In the right panel we show the contribution to the
HISMF from bulge-dominated (R90/R50 > 2.6) and disk-
dominated (R90/R50 < 2.6) galaxies. (The dividing
line is taken from Strateva et al. (2001).) Though
bulge-dominated galaxies tend to have lower HI masses
and disk-dominated galaxies tend to have higher HI
masses, the difference between bulge-dominated and
disk-dominated galaxies is less pronounced than the
difference between star-forming and non-star-forming
galaxies, especially at high HI masses. This points to
specific SFR as a better indicator of cold gas content
than the presence of a bulge. Indeed, GASS has shown
that NUV-r color, a proxy for specific SFR, is a much bet-
ter predictor of HI gas fraction than concentration index
(Catinella et al. 2010; Fabello et al. 2011; Catinella et al.
2012).
Together, these two cuts can inform our interpreta-
tion of the shape of the HISMF and the invariance of
M∗HI . Because star-forming and disk-dominated galaxies
dominate the HI-rich end of the HISMF, they appear to
drive the shape of the peak of the distribution. Passively
evolving, centrally concentrated galaxies exhibit no such
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 12 for α and f .
peak at M∗HI and tend to lie at the HI-poor end of the
HISMF. They will have a more significant impact on α,
the slope of this part of the HISMF. We will discuss this
in more detail below.
We can also refer to simulations to see if they repro-
duce a peaked HIMF. Lagos et al. (2011a) show that low
halo mass bins exhibit peaked HIMFs, though it is not
clear if the existence of a peak in our HISMF is depen-
dent on galaxy mass in the same way. Kauffmann et al.
(2012) recreate peaked HI gas fraction distribution func-
tions in bins of stellar mass, stellar mass surface density
and concentration with their semi-analytic models, but
their models fail to reproduce other important observa-
tional trends.
We find that M∗HI , the HI mass at the peak of the
HISMF, is nearly constant with respect to stellar mass
despite its dependence on SFR. (The near constant HI
mass for galaxies in the GASS mass range was noted pre-
viously (Catinella et al. 2010).) Although SFR is known
to increase with stellar mass within the population of
star-forming galaxies (e.g. Salim et al. 2007), the aver-
age SFR for the GASS sample, which is representative
of massive galaxies in the local universe, is constant with
respect to stellar mass (see dotted lines in Fig. 15). M∗HI
can be constant with respect to stellar mass because the
average SFR and the star formation efficiency (SFE =
SFR/MHI) are nearly constant within this mass range
(Schiminovich et al. 2010).
A possible explanation for the near constant M∗HI is
that galaxies tend to maintain an equilibrium HI mass
even as they form stars and their stellar masses increase.
If one considers a galaxy’s HI mass as a product of the
competing processes of gas accretion and gas consump-
tion, a constant HI mass suggests that these processes
cancel each other out within individual galaxies, main-
taining a similar HI mass distribution across a range
of stellar masses. Indeed, simulations have shown that
for star-forming galaxies, the mass inflow rate is gener-
ally balanced by the sum of the mass outflow rate and
the SFR, which also removes gas from the ISM (Eq.
1 in Dave´ et al. 2012; Schaye et al. 2010; Lagos et al.
2011b). Hopkins et al. (2012) showed that star formation
is regulated by stellar-driven winds whose mass-loading
increases with SFR. Dave´ et al. (2012) explained that
galaxies out of equilibrium tend to return to equilibrium,
such as when a galaxy that receives an influx of gas in a
large accretion event subsequently experiences a higher
SFR triggered by the higher gas fraction. Thus the in-
creased gas consumption in the form of star formation
balances the increased accretion rate and the galaxy re-
turns to equilibrium. An alternative explanation for the
constant M∗HI - that HI masses of galaxies vary in un-
predictable ways as they evolve but that the distribution
of HI masses is somehow maintained - is unlikely. Thus,
our results support a scenario in which the processes that
contribute to and deplete the HI content of a galaxy con-
spire to maintain an equilibrium HI mass.
Finally, we note that Prochaska & Wolfe (2009) also
uncovered a universal distribution of HI content: they
found that damped Lyα systems exhibit the same HI col-
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umn density distributions between z=2.2 and z=5, and
that the distributions at these high redshifts matches the
distribution function for HI disks in the local universe.
Their explanation that various processes affecting the HI
content of galaxies must affect the inner, high-column
density regions and the outer, low-column density regions
of galaxies similarly could also apply to our result.
5.3.3. The Dependence of α on Stellar Mass and SFR
The parameter α measures the slope of the HISMF be-
tween MHI,break, which is a function of stellar mass, and
M∗HI , which depends weakly on stellar mass. Thus, the
range of HI masses that α describes becomes much nar-
rower at higher stellar masses and the number of galaxies
contributing to the estimate of α decreases. Our defini-
tion of α contrasts with standard treatments of α, in
which there is no cutoff at low masses and α describes
the low-mass end of mass functions. We do not compare
our derived values of α to other published values since
we use α to characterize the shape of the HIMF at more
moderate HI masses. We also note that in our model α
represents the entire exponent in the Schechter function,
whereas other authors have used α + 1 as the exponent
(e.g. Martin et al. 2010).
We find that α’s dependence on stellar mass and SFR
is stronger than the other parameters’ dependencies. The
wide range of values for α is illustrated in Fig. 11 and sig-
nificantly impacts the shape of the HISMF. If α is close
to zero, then the HISMF has a relatively flat distribu-
tion below M∗HI . For higher values of α, the distribution
above MHI,break becomes strongly peaked about M
∗
HI .
α increases with both stellar mass and SFR caus-
ing samples with massive galaxies and with highly star-
forming galaxies to have peaked distributions of HI
masses. Assuming that high SFRs are in part driven
by the presence of large amounts of cold gas, it makes
sense that there would exist fewer galaxies with low HI
masses within a population of star-forming galaxies. The
HISMF is flat or has a slowly decreasing slope at moder-
ate HI masses when galaxies with low stellar masses or
low SFRs comprise the population. The different distri-
butions of HI masses at various SFRs has implications for
the relationship between HI and star formation. Galax-
ies with low SFRs can have a wide range of HI masses
while highly star-forming galaxies are more likely to have
a high HI mass. This was also evident in Fig. 14. Thus,
galaxies with low SFRs do not have a well-defined rela-
tionship between HI and star formation while galaxies
with high SFRs exhibit a much tighter relationship be-
tween HI and star formation.
The positive correlation between α and stellar mass for
the bivariate and trivariate fits shows that HI masses are
more strongly peaked among samples of massive galaxies
independent of their SFRs. This trend shows that at high
stellar masses galaxies tend to have higher HI masses as
well.
Although there does not exist an observational HISMF
for comparison, we can look to Springob et al. (2005),
who found that the HIMF depends on morphology. In
particular, they noted that the HI-poor end of the HIMF
is close to flat (or α is close to zero using our convention)
when only early-type spirals are considered. The HIMF
for later-type spirals rises towards lower HI masses (α
is smaller and negative). We find that the HISMF rises
towards lower HI masses for galaxies with lower stellar
masses. Since later-type galaxies have, on average, lower
stellar masses than early-type galaxies, it is likely that
the same relationship between HI mass, stellar mass, and
morphology is driving both of these trends.
5.3.4. The Distribution of the HIMF at Low HI Masses
There are two aspects of the HI-poor end of the HISMF
that must be examined: the number of galaxies (or frac-
tion of galaxies with a given stellar mass) that have a
low gas fraction and the distribution of these galaxies
with respect to HI mass. We quantified the former with
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1 − f and found that the fraction of galaxies with HI
gas fractions less than 1% increases with stellar mass. If
we assume that all galaxies are undergoing infall propor-
tional to their halo masses (e.g. Dekel et al. 2013) then we
must identify the processes that remove gas from galax-
ies to understand what sets 1 − f and why it changes
with stellar mass. These processes likely include AGN
feedback, which heats gas in the disk and surrounding
halo (e.g. Croton et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2008; Gabor
et al. 2011), environmental effects that deplete gas (e.g.
Tonnesen et al. 2007), and stellar-driven winds that ex-
pel gas from galaxies (e.g. Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2008;
Oppenheimer et al. 2010). The GASS sample does not
include many galaxies in dense environments so we ignore
the effect of environment here, though we note that the
stripping of gas can have a significant effect on galaxies
in clusters. Likewise, stellar-driven winds do not remove
large amounts of gas from massive galaxies because the
gas can be reaccreted in the form of a galactic fountain
(Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2008; Oppenheimer et al. 2010).
It is likely that these processes as well as star formation
contribute to the HI-poor end of the HISMF by removing
some cold gas from galaxies or preventing gas from cool-
ing. Though simulations have shown that such processes
can effectively remove cold gas from galaxies, they do
not always predict the right number of HI-poor galaxies.
Dave´ et al. (2013) predict the distribution of HI gas frac-
tions as a function of stellar mass and find a negligible
number of massive galaxies with gas fractions below 1%,
in contrast to our HISMF, which predicts that 20-50% of
galaxies in this stellar mass range should have such low
gas fractions.
The precise distribution of massive galaxies with low
gas fractions is unknown and we do not attempt to fit the
distribution of HI masses below MHI,break, where the HI
measurements are mostly upper limits. Instead, we show
the predicted space density of galaxies below a 1% gas
fraction as a constant distribution with respect to stel-
lar mass. Here we discuss whether that decision makes
sense physically. The distribution of galaxies at low HI
masses depends, in part, on the ways in which galaxies
with little or no HI reacquire small amounts of cold gas.
If we assume that a given fraction of halo baryons cool
onto the disk from the hot halo (Anderson & Bregman
2010; Anderson et al. 2013), then we might expect the
distribution of HI masses to exhibit a peak at low HI
masses that depends on halo mass. However, stochastic
additions to the cold gas in the disk, such as from in-
falling satellites or stellar mass loss (Leitner & Kravtsov
2011) would likely smooth the distribution.
There is some indication that galaxies are distributed
uniformly at low HI masses. Serra et al. (2012) measure
the HI masses and characterize the HI morphology of
166 early-type galaxies brighter than MK = -21.5. They
find that galaxies with HI that they describe as “unset-
tled” (i.e. HI in streams or tails rather than an ordered
disk) can contain a wide range of HI masses from a few
times 107 to 1010 M whereas galaxies with settled HI
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disks tend to have higher HI masses. Galaxies with un-
settled HI might be accreting small amounts of cold gas
episodically, such as from the halo (Putman et al. 2012)
or intergalactic medium (Keresˇ & Hernquist 2009), and
might not have a preferred HI mass scale.
Serra et al. (2012) derive an HIMF for early-type galax-
ies, which is relatively flat for 7 < log MHI/M < 9.5,
and an HIMF for spirals, which is sharply peaked and
falls off sharply on either side of M∗HI . If late-type galax-
ies are the main contributors to the peak of the HIMF,
as the Serra et al. (2012) results and our Fig. 16 suggest,
then it is possible that early-type galaxies, and others un-
dergoing episodic gas acretion, contribute to a broad dis-
tribution of HI masses at the HI-poor end of the HIMF.
But there is some evidence that the HISMF for mas-
sive galaxies instead rises at low HI masses, making the
HISMF for massive galaxies bimodal. We already noted
above that this trend is evident in the simulated HIMF
for galaxies in bins of halo mass from Lagos et al. (2011a).
It is also reasonable to conjecture that the HISMF might
mimic the distribution of SFRs in bins of stellar mass.
Observations reveal that the distribution of SFRs has a
star-forming sequence plus a tail towards passively evolv-
ing galaxies at a wide range of stellar masses (Salim et al.
2007; Wyder et al. 2007; Schiminovich et al. 2007) and
some simulations have begun to reproduce this distribu-
tion by varying star formation prescriptions (Lagos et al.
2011b). Though it is difficult to make strong conclusions
about the HI-poor end of the HIMF from surveys that are
flux-limited, the Serra et al. (2012) HIMF for early-type
galaxies reveals that the HI-poor end could slope upward
if the HI in undetected galaxies is included. Finally, the
results from our trivariate fit show that at the lowest
stellar masses and SFRs we probe, α could become neg-
ative, indicating a possible peak at low-to-intermediate
HI masses (see bold line in Fig. 11).
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used 480 galaxies from the GALEX Arecibo
SDSS Survey (GASS; Catinella et al. 2010) Data Re-
lease 2 (Catinella et al. 2012) that were observed in HI
at Arecibo to derive the bivariate HI mass-stellar mass
function for massive galaxies with log M∗/M > 10. Be-
low we summarize our key results:
• We use an MCMC routine to fit six different mod-
els, three variations of the Schechter function and
three variations of the log-normal function, to the
HISMF in six bins of stellar mass from log M∗/M
= 10.0 to log M∗/M = 11.5.
• The Schechter and log-normal parameters M∗HI , α,
µ, and σ show little variation with stellar mass,
though f , the fraction of galaxies with gas frac-
tions above 1%, decreases from about 80% to 40%.
The continuous bivariate fit shows that α varies as
M0.39∗ , M
∗
HI varies as M
0.07
∗ and f varies as M
−0.24
∗ .
The continuous bivariate fit should be taken as
our main result to compare to future observations
and simulations. In particular, we believe that the
change in f with stellar mass will provide a strong
constraint for simulations.
• To test the accuracy of the models, we compare
the total HISMF for massive galaxies, constructed
by summing the HISMF across all stellar mass
bins, to the data. This comparison shows that
each variation of the log-normal function over-
estimates the number of HI-rich galaxies. The
three Schechter functions match the data reason-
ably well, though we choose to proceed only with
the broken Schechter function, which extends to a
1% gas fraction with a fractional contribution be-
low that limit.
• The total HISMF for massive galaxies is consistent
with the ALFALFA HIMF (Martin et al. 2010) at
high HI masses, indicating that the most HI-rich
galaxies in the local universe are also massive in
stars. We find that massive galaxies contribute
41% of the total HI density in the local universe.
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• To understand the physical drivers of the shape
of the HISMF, we derive the continuous trivari-
ate HI-M∗-SFR function, for which we redefine the
Schechter parameters as functions of stellar mass
and SFR. Though the bivariate fit uncovers an
HISMF that varies only weakly with stellar mass,
the trivariate fit shows that the shape of the HIMF
is a strong function of SFR. The trivariate fit shows
that α varies as M0.47∗ and SFR
0.95.
• We show that the peak at M∗HI is likely dominated
by star-forming galaxies and that its slow varia-
tion with stellar mass could be related to the ways
in which star-forming galaxies maintain an equilib-
rium HI mass.
• The dependence of α on SFR shows that highly
star-forming galaxies tend to have a narrow range
of HI masses peaked about a high HI mass whereas
passively evolving galaxies can have a wider range
of HI masses.
The bivariate HI mass-stellar mass function provides a
two-dimensional description of the ways in which HI mass
and stellar mass are distributed among massive galaxies.
The trivariate HI-M∗-SFR function expands upon this
by exploring its relationship to SFR. These are impor-
tant constraints for simulations; likewise, simulations can
shed light on the shape of these distribution functions by
testing how feedback and star formation prescriptions af-
fect them. For example, work done by Dave´ et al. (2013)
suggests that galactic outflows could play an important
role in preventing the buildup of HI in massive galaxies.
Future simulations should begin to explore these bivari-
ate and trivariate functions now that they have begun
to incorporate interstellar medium physics and have had
success matching observed one-dimensional distribution
functions. Future observations can expand this work by
extending these trends to lower stellar masses, a goal
that is achievable with current facilities, and to higher
redshifts, which should be possible with the next gener-
ation of radio telescopes.
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APPENDIX
APPLICATIONS OF THE HIMF: COMPARING TO SIMULATIONS AND PHOTOMETRIC GAS
FRACTIONS
The HISMF provides a crucial constraint for estimates of HI content for populations of observed or galaxies. Sim-
ulations are generally normalized and adjusted until their output matches the observed one-dimensional stellar mass
function and/or HIMF (Lagos et al. 2011a; Duffy et al. 2012; Dave´ et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2013). The HISMF adds
an additional constraint because it defines not only the stellar mass function or HIMF but the relation between the
two. Indeed, a sophisticated comparison between observations and simulations necessitates the use of the HISMF. For
example, Lagos et al. (2011a) demonstrate that galaxies in their simulations occupy the same region of the HI gas
fraction - stellar mass plane as the GASS galaxies do by comparing their distribution of simulated z=0 galaxies to
individual GASS detections and non-detections. It would be more revealing to ascertain whether the simulations and
the observations yield samples that not only lie in the correct range of parameter space but are distributed within that
parameter space in a similar manner. The HISMF derived here makes that comparison a possibility.
Though the most obvious application of the HISMF is to simulations, it can be applied to a range of problems
including photometric gas fractions. The difficulty of measuring HI in large unbiased samples of galaxies has led to the
development of photometric gas fraction relations, which provide estimates of gas fractions are based on established
correlations between HI gas fraction and other physical parameters such as color, surface brightness, and stellar mass
surface density. A comparison between the HIMFs derived from various photometric gas fraction estimates and the
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Figure 17. Broken Schechter fits to the total HISMF derived from published photometric gas fractions calculated for galaxies in the
GASS parent sample. The fits presented in the left panel do not include errors while the fits shown in the right panel do include errors.
The black line shows the total GASS HISMF based on the continuous bivariate fit; the colored lines show the total HISMF for massive
galaxies based on photometric gas fractions. Because the best-fit models to the distributions of photometric gas fractions are poor in the
highest stellar mass bin (see Figs. 18 and 19 below), here we show the sum of the HISMF only up to log M∗/M = 11.25.
HISMF derived here is a useful test of their validity.
We compile photometric gas fraction relations from the literature and compare their HISMFs to our HISMF. We
select photometric gas fraction relations from Kannappan (2004, their Fig. 1b), Zhang et al. (2009, Eq. 4), Catinella
et al. (2010, their Fig. 12), Cortese et al. (2011, Eq. 5), and Huang et al. (2012, Eqs. 2 and 5). We apply them to
all galaxies in the GASS parent sample and derive corresponding HI masses to be used in the HISMF fit. Though
photometric gas fraction relations can be applied to galaxies with a wide range of parameters, Cortese et al. (2011)
suggested that they might be valid only for star-forming galaxies. To account for this, we apply our standard treatment
of detections and non-detections to the derived photometric gas masses where galaxies with NUV-r < 4 are treated as
detections and photometric gas masses for galaxies with NUV-r > 4 are treated as upper limits of non-detections.
For simplicity, we first compare the total HISMFs derived from photometric gas fractions to our total continuous
bivariate HISMF in Fig. 17. We calculate the photometric HIMSFs with and without errors on the predicted gas
fractions and show the results of both sets of fits. To include the errors on the photometric gas fractions, we add a
value to the predicted gas fraction that is randomly selected from a Gaussian distribution whose width is equal to
the reported error in each photometric gas fraction relation. (Huang et al. (2012) do not report the scatter in their
relations so we use an error of 0.3 dex, consistent with the most recently published photometric gas fraction relations.)
Li et al. (2012) show that the errors on the predicted gas fractions can significantly affect results when compared to
observed HI gas fractions.
In the left panel of Fig. 17 we compare the photometric HISMFs without errors to our total HISMF. The photometric
gas fraction relations generally underestimate the number of HI-rich galaxies. Huang et al. (2012) presented two
photometric gas fraction relations, both of which we present here. The first is based on color and stellar mass surface
density (their Eq. 2.) and the second uses color and the stellar mass surface density of the disk only (their Eq. 5)
because HI is likely linked to the galaxy disk. Huang et al. (2012) show that photometric gas fractions derived from this
equation exhibit less scatter when compared to measured HI masses. The HISMF derived using the disk photometric
gas fraction is the only photometric HISMF that slightly overpredicts the number of HI-rich galaxies. Though this
result suggests that taking into account the disk mass represents a possible way to improve photometric gas fractions,
the HISMF derived from this photometric gas fraction relation underestimates the number of galaxies with moderate
(log MHI/M ∼ 10) HI masses. Other photometric gas fraction relations are a better match to the distribution of
HI-poor galaxies.
When we include in the fits the scatter in the photometric gas fraction relations, the comparison between the
photometric and observed HISMFs is quite different: most photometric gas fractions overestimate the number of
HI-rich galaxies and all underestimate the number of galaxies with moderate HI masses.
There are several possible reasons why photometric gas fractions do not capture the details of the total HISMF for
massive galaxies. One explanation is that the small number of HI detections for HI-poor galaxies and the most massive
galaxies hinders the ability to derive accurate photometric gas fraction relations across a wide range of HI masses.
Another explanation is that photometric gas fraction relations do not apply to non star-forming galaxies. Cortese
et al. (2011) argue that a plane describing the relationship between gas fraction, color, and stellar mass surface density
may not be appropriate for use with these galaxies because they do not exhibit the same linear trends between HI gas
fraction and both color and stellar mass surface density as star-forming galaxies. This was also seen in Catinella et al.
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Figure 18. The broken continuous bivariate Schechter fit to the GASS HISMF (solid lines) compared to the broken Schechter fit to the
HISMFs derived from photometric gas fraction relations published in Kannappan (2004), Zhang et al. (2009), and Catinella et al. (2010)
(dotted lines).
(2010). Zhang et al. (2009) found that their photometric gas fractions reproduce the observed HIMF from Zwaan
et al. (2005) if they only consider star-forming galaxies, but we showed in the previous section that bulge-dominated
galaxies and red galaxies do contribute significantly to the HISMF for massive galaxies at the HI-rich end.
The binned photometric and observed HISMFs provide a more nuanced view of the discrepancy between the photo-
metric and observed HISMFs. In Figs. 18 and 19 we present the binned HISMF derived for each of the six photometric
gas fraction relations with errors. Instead of analyzing the differences between each mass function in each stellar mass
bin, we take a global view and note that the photometric HISMFs tend to diverge from the GASS HISMFs at higher
stellar masses. That the accuracy of photometric gas fractions varies with stellar mass is not surprising given the
results of the trivariate fit in Section 5.2. We showed that the shape of the HISMF changes with stellar mass and
SFR. Thus, a single photometric gas fraction estimator that assumes a simple relationship between gas content and
other physical quantities is not likely to be valid across a wide range of stellar masses. There is still work to be done
in deriving photometric gas fraction relations that reproduce the true distribution of HI masses while also yielding
accurate estimates of gas fractions for individual galaxies. It is possible that an approach that considers how estimates
of gas fraction might change with stellar mass will yield more accurate results.
ASSUMED STELLAR MASS FUNCTION
We normalized the GASS HISMF by assuming the space density of galaxies in each stellar mass bin is given by
the stellar mass function in Borch et al. (2006). Here we show that using other stellar mass functions would have a
negligible effect on our final results.
We compiled z=0 stellar mass functions from Bell et al. (2003), Panter et al. (2007), Li & White (2009) and Bernardi
et al. (2010). (A comparison of these mass functions can be found in Bernardi et al. (2010).) They represent a range of
approaches and techniques. For example, Li & White (2009) found that a triple Schechter function is a better match
to the data than a single Schechter function. Bernardi et al. (2010) included the effect of measurement errors to obtain
a fit that matches the observed distribution of stellar masses rather than the intrinsic distribution of stellar masses.
In Fig. 20 we show how our derived total HISMF would change if we assumed different stellar mass functions. We
first converted all stellar mass functions to a Chabrier (2003) IMF, upon which all GASS derived quantities are based.
The stellar mass function from Bell et al. (2003) produces a total HIMF that agrees well with the HISMF we derived
based on the Borch et al. (2006) stellar mass function. The stellar mass function from Bernardi et al. (2010) yields an
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Figure 19. Same for Fig. 18 for the photometric gas fraction relations published in Cortese et al. (2011) and Huang et al. (2012).
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Figure 20. The fractional difference in the total HISMF when stellar mass functions other than that in Borch et al. (2006) are used.
HISMF within 10% of ours while Li & White (2009) and Panter et al. (2007) yield HISMFs that are generally within
20% of ours. The HISMFs agree well in part because the stellar mass functions agree well in the GASS stellar mass
range and are more discrepant at low (log M∗/M < 9.5) and high (log M∗/M > 11.0) stellar masses.
PROBABILITIES FOR MODEL SELECTION
In Table 9 we list the probabilities discussed in Section 4.4 for each of the six models and six stellar mass bins.
Column 3 lists the probability of the MCMC iteration with the highest probability. Column 4 presents the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978). The equation for the BIC is:
BIC = −2× ln(P ) + kln(n) (C1)
where P is the MCMC probability, k is the number of free parameters for each model (in our case, k=2 for the full
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Table 9
Model Probabilitiesa
Model log M∗ = 10.0, 10.25 10.25, 10.5 10.5, 10.75 10.75, 11.0 11.0, 11.25 11.25, 11.5
Schechter Full -81.61 -82.61 -86.59 -78.10 -79.42 -17.92
Schechter Broken -80.75 -82.13 -83.08 -74.31 -77.87 -18.11
Schechter Bent -80.78 -82.21 -83.37 -74.86 -78.45 -18.14
Log-normal Full -87.27 -86.69 -94.60 -84.12 -82.65 -18.28
Log-normal Broken -82.03 -82.71 -83.93 -74.64 -77.06 -18.81
Log-normal Bent -84.29 -83.24 -86.80 -76.95 -77.07 -18.55
Schechter Broken (simulation) -76.97 -76.56 -75.97 -64.98 -66.83 -14.08
Schechter Full 172.11 174.07 182.31 165.29 167.97 42.27
Schechter Broken 174.82 177.55 179.86 162.25 169.43 45.88
Schechter Bent 170.45 173.29 175.87 158.80 166.02 42.72
Log-normal Full 183.43 182.24 198.33 177.32 174.43 43.01
Log-normal Broken 177.38 178.71 181.56 162.91 167.81 47.28
Log-normal Bent 177.47 175.34 182.74 162.98 163.26 43.54
Schechter Broken (simulation) 167.27 166.41 165.63 143.59 147.35 37.82
a Log probabilities from MCMC runs (top seven lines) and BIC (bottom seven lines).
Table 10
Probabilities for Total HISMF at log MHI > 10
(1) (2)
log M∗ χ2 ln(Poisson Probability)
Schechter Full 0.92 -4.08
Schechter Broken 0.99 -3.89
Schechter Bent 1.24 -3.73
Log-normal Full 5.14 -16.50
Log-normal Broken 3.14 -10.42
Log-normal Bent 2.59 -9.83
Bivariate 1.83 -4.22
Trivariate 2.38 -4.03
and bent models and k=3 for the broken models), and n is the number of galaxies contributing to each fit. A lower
BIC indicates a better fit.
In Table 9 we also show the same sets of probabilities for the broken Schechter fits to our simulated data. These
probabilities are comparable to those derived from the observed data and show that the magnitude of the probabilities
is strongly dependent on the number of galaxies in each stellar mass bin (the 11.25 < log M∗/M) < 11.5 bin contains
many fewer galaxies).
In Table 10 we compare the total HISMF derived from each of the eight models to the data at log MHI/M > 10.
We calculate the χ2 statistic as a discrepancy measure. We also use the Poisson probability function to calculate the
probability of the number of observed galaxies in each HI mass-stellar mass bin given the number of galaxies that each
model predicts.
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